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ABSTRACT

Starting from the tradition of research and rehabilitation of hearing and speech disorders in Croatia (SUVAG, Faculty of Education and Rehabilitation Sciences of the University of Zagreb), this article goes on to focus on recent initiatives aiming improving the education of deaf people at the Department of Social Sciences and Medical Humanities of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Rijeka.

The first traces of interest in deaf people at the Faculty of Medicine date back to the academic year 2002/2003, when Ivan Segota (1938-2011) started an elective course entitled *How to Communicate with Deaf Patients*. A round-table discussion *Bioethical Aspects in Communication with Deaf Patients* was organized in 2006, and 2007 saw the start of a scientific project with the financial support of the Croatian Ministry of Science, Education and Sports. In 2010, the textbook *The Deaf and Medical Sign Language* was published.
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At the same time, the authorities at the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine became aware of the long-term importance and necessity of transforming the faculty under the slogan “Faculty of Medicine of the University of Rijeka – Friend of the Deaf”. Collaboration has started with the American Rochester Institute of Technology, and the foundation of the National Center for the Higher Education of the Deaf and Hearing Impaired of the Republic of Croatia has been initiated.
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**Introduction**

When in July 2012 the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Rijeka received support in principle from the Croatian Ministry of Science, Education and Sports for the foundation of the National Center for the Higher Education of the Deaf and Hearing Impaired of the Republic of Croatia, this was not only a particularly important continuation of its activities aimed at the needs of the deaf and hearing impaired, but also marked the opening of a new page in its history. Since the pace and success of future activities in this field are hard to predict (preparing a study about the establishment of the Center will depend on the final decision of the Croatian Government) we will try to show below the chronology of events that preceded recent developments, and point out their underlying determinants.

**The Croatian context and the tradition of interest and care for the deaf**

The deaf and hard of hearing represent a significant portion of the overall population of the Republic of Croatia, which in 1998 had 4,784 deaf-mute, 7,176 deaf and 58,860 hard of hearing inhabitants (Kirincic, 2005). In most cases, deafness is the only disability in individuals in this population, and their communication through the classical means of writing and reading messages is greatly hampered by their modest vocabulary and agrammatism. This population is often the victim of prejudices that have persisted since ancient times.

Croatia has a particularly rich tradition of working for the integration of the deaf. The Croatian Association of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing was established in 1921 and today has approximately 9,000 members in 23 organizations. This association is a member of the World Federation of the Deaf (WFD) and the International and European Federation of Hard of Hearing People, and is also affiliated to the national Association of Organizations of Disabled Persons in Croatia (Croatian Association of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, 2012). As early as 1955, the World Federation of the Deaf organized its second congress in Zagreb, which was attended by
approximately 2,000 deaf people and experts for the deaf from around the world. On that occasion, Dragoljub Vukotic (1924-1997) became president of the Federation and remained in that position until 1983.

In modern Croatia, the key document that provides the strategic framework for the education of the deaf at the national level is the National Strategy of Equal Opportunities for Persons with disabilities 2007-2015, which was published by the Government of the Republic of Croatia in 2007, especially Fields of Activities 2.2 Life in the Community and 2.3 Upbringing and Education (Government of the Republic of Croatia, 2007). The international framework has been mapped out primarily by Recommendation 1598 of the Council of Europe on the protection of sign languages of 2003, especially Article 10, which encourages member states to include sign languages as a valid academic qualification and to subsidize the publication of instructive literature in sign languages (Council of Europe, 2003), and, of course, by the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities of 2006, especially Article 24 on Education (UN, 2006). Unfortunately, to implement these recommendations, it is necessary to educate interpreters. In 2011, there were about 20 of them (Mrvos Pavic, 2011), and today, the Government recognizes 52 interpreters in Croatia. The Croatian Sign Language Act is currently (November 2014) under adoption procedure in Parliament.

Even the most concise overview of institutional endeavors with regard to education of the deaf and about the deaf in Croatia must necessarily mention the Department of Hearing Impairments, which is part of the Faculty of Education and Rehabilitation Sciences of the University of Zagreb, and the SUVAG Polyclinic for Rehabilitation of Hearing and Speech. In Zagreb, Rijeka and Split, the “Slava Raškaj” centers exist, where sign language was used in deaf education (unlike SUVAG).

The Department of Hearing Impairments of the Faculty of Education and Rehabilitation Sciences emerged from the High School for Special Education (established in 1962) and is known for studying the grammar of the Croatian Sign Language and for lingvistic research and teaching.

The SUVAG Polyclinic (Systeme universel verbotonal d’audition Guberina) was established in 1961 and is dedicated to studying the pathology of hearing and/or speech and to the verbotonal rehabilitation method. The founder of the Polyclinic was Petar Guberina (Sibenik, 1913 – Zagreb, 2005), Professor at the University of Zagreb, Head of the Department for Romance Studies, founder of the Institute (later Department) for Phonetics, and member of the Yugoslav and Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts. In the mid-1950s, Guberina established a theory according to which it is possible to rehabilitate speech or hearing by stimulating remaining auditory capacities. Diagnostics include the precise determination of the location of the
impairment and the residual capacity, and rehabilitation is achieved through the stimulation of all spacioceptive systems: stereognosis, stereophonics, sensomotorics, etc. The method has developed special equipment (SUVAG, VERBOTON) and diagnostics (Polyclinic SUVAG, 2012), and is accepted in many centers worldwide (e.g. The Hearing & Speech Foundation, Maryville, TN, USA, 2012). According to its own statistics, 85% of children from the SUVAG Polyclinic continue education in regular schools, and 11% go on to high school or university (Dulcic, 2012).

The contribution of the Rijeka’s Faculty Department of Social Sciences to deaf culture and education

Today, we do not know exactly when the event occurred which was the immediate motive for the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine to start educating future physicians and nurses for communication with deaf patients. However, the case is mentioned by Ivan Segota in his book: “…there was a deaf patient in Rijeka whom, even after several days in hospital, none of the nurses or physicians even tried to approach. His son, who was also my student, told me about this in the bioethics exam, and said that his father was frightened and anxious because he was being examined and subjected to blood tests and various therapies without knowing what illness he had, what his chances of recovery were, and how long he had to stay in hospital” (Segota, 2010a). At that time, Segota was mostly concerned with bioethical issues, so in this conversation he recognized elements of informed consent in the specific relationship of health workers towards patients with hearing impairment. After contacting Damir Herega, a TV sign language interpreter and professional staff member and secretary of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Association of the County of Primorje-Gorski kotar, in 2000/2001 Segota started an “informal and optional course of sign language for all interested students of the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine, organized by the CROMSIC” Međunarodna udruga studenata medicine Hrvatske) (Segota, 2010a). In the following period, he elaborated the idea about the ability and skill of communicating in sign language for physicians as the “only correct solution” to achieve privacy in communication with patients in a (bio)ethical sense (Segota, 2010a). His vision about the need to introduce systematic education of students for communication with deaf patients was crucial for future educational and scientific efforts in this field. It has also served as a link between Segota’s initial enthusiasm and later activities (cf. Rincic & Muzur, 2011; Rincic, 2009).

According to some, the beginnings of education for communication with deaf patients at Rijeka Faculty of Medicine date back to the academic year 2003/2004. However, since the first course materials were only published in 2003 (Segota &
Sorta-Bilajac, 2007), and a lecture at a scientific conference on the subject of educational experiences was held in 2004 (Sorta-Bilajac et al., 2004), it is rather unlikely that Segota introduced the course as a regular class just two years after the initial course in 2001. This doubt is supported by two quotes from Segota’s works. The first is in the initial sentence of his Introduction (Segota, 2010a). Later in the same text, he recalls how at the beginning of his activities related to the deaf he had invited his “…colleague Herega to help restructure the elective communication course How to communicate? into a communication-bioethical course: How to communicate with deaf patients? … The new course started in the academic year 2002/2003, and some of its important elements were included in individual subjects as part of regular and elective classes on bioethics.” In the same year, the course materials How to communicate (with the deaf) (Segota, 2010a) were published. However, since Ivan Segota’s associates were mainly involved in this educational process, we should not completely dismiss the claim that the beginnings date back to the academic year 2003/2004.

If we recall that Segota saw the bioethical doctrine of informed consent as the central issue in the relationship with deaf patients, it is an interesting coincidence that precisely in this period (2004), Aleksandra Frkovic, who at the time was closely related to the Department, prepared and defended her doctoral thesis entitled Informed consent in the theory and practice of clinical bioethics, mentored by Professor Segota (Frkovic, 2004; Frkovic, 2006).

The fact that Segota found inspiration for his educational and later also his scientific work in the fields of communication and informed consent with the deaf, can only partly be explained by his professional-scientific bioethical sensibility. It was much more the result of his personal experience and empathy. Segota wrote about this on several occasions, the most impressive being in the Introduction to his book about the deaf, when he recalled his experience as a journalist in the Zagreb editorial office of the Vjesnik newspaper and his collaboration with deaf typesetters, which obviously left a strong impression on him, especially with regard to the liberation from “…that feeling of discomfort that I mentioned, and to a certain extent from prejudices about the inferiority of the deaf.” (Segota, 2010b).

**The beginnings of scientific work**

A positive response to the education of students for communication with deaf patients at the Department of Social Sciences and Medical Humanities of the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine came very quickly. The initial three-year experience had witnessed a great interest from the students in learning sign language, and there had
been a constant increase in numbers (Segota & Sorta-Bilajac, 2007). This showed that the Deaf Project, apart from education, required more scientific and research activities (without them it would be difficult to further develop educational courses). The year 2006 will be remembered for two important events: the Rijeka Days of Bioethics in May included the 7th Bioethical Round Table (BOSR7) entitled Bioethical aspects of communication with deaf patients, and in November and December 2006 there was the Postgraduate Medical Education Course: Education of health workers for communication with deaf patients. The Round Table resulted in the publication of its proceedings (a total of 12 works by 19 authors) (Gjuran-Coha, 2007). In the foreword by the editor, Segota pointed out the role of the publication, and expressed his belief that it would fulfill its intended purpose “to, on the one hand, document bioethical activities in my Department, and on the other hand, to serve the bioethical education of our students and the wider environment of the Department of Social Sciences and its growing number of associates” (Segota, 2007). The postgraduate course for health workers was implemented with the institutional support of the County of Primorje-Gorski kotar, and was mainly taught by the Department’s employees and associates.

The Clinical Bioethics: Education for Communication with Deaf Patients project

Starting with a contract from 2 January 2007, Ivan Segota became head of the Clinical Bioethics: Education for Communication with Deaf Patients project at the Faculty of Medicine of the University in Rijeka, financed by Croatian Ministry of Science, Education and Sports. Apart from Ivan Segota, at the time of the project application, the collaborators on the project were Iva Sorta Bilajac, Morana Brkljacic and Gordana Pelcic. As stated in the application, within the recognized and scientifically verified processes of bioethical education in Croatia, the need had been identified to introduce the basics of communication with deaf patients into the “Rijeka model of bioethical education “, while the final aim was to move closer to European trends by introducing sing language into Croatian healthcare, educating physicians and nurses, and improving the Rijeka model of bioethical education with new elements, methods and models from clinical bioethics regarding communication with the deaf (MZOS, 2012).

As expected, in the following months, activities related to the project were intensified, and educational activities continued. 2007 saw the publication of the Proceedings of the Rijeka Days of Bioethics, which had taken place a year earlier and which had been dedicated to the issue of the deaf. The proceedings included
papers or summaries of lectures by all the collaborators on the project (Jancic et al., 2007; Pelcic, 2007; Segota, 2007; Segota & Sorta-Bilajac, 2007). In June 2007, at the 6th Losinj Days of Bioethics, Brkljacic gave a lecture entitled *Bioethical aspects of communication in healthcare* (Brkljacic, 2007), and collaborators on the project contributed two papers at the 9th World Congress of Bioethics in 2008 (Sorta Bilajac et al., 2008; Herega & Segota, 2008). In November of the same year, Sorta-Bilajac and Brkljacic participated at the “Equal Opportunities for the Deaf in the Light of the UN Convention – Recognition of Croatian Sign Language” Round Table, organized by the Croatian Association of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing in Zagreb.

After retiring in 2008, but having the status of Professor Emeritus, Segota continued to be in charge of several elective courses on various study programs (Medicine; Dental Medicine; Organization, Planning and Management in Healthcare) and one compulsory course which, as part of Nursing Studies, included education for communication with deaf patients (Bioethics in Healthcare). The most important part of the courses was dedicated to practical education (mastering sign language), and was taught by an associate of the Department, Damir Herega.

**The book *The Deaf and Medical Sign Language***

2010 saw the publication of the book *The Deaf and Medical Sign Language: How to Communicate with Deaf Patients* by Ivan Segota and associates (Vesna Sendula Jengic, Damir Herega, Anja Petaros and Jevgenij Conar), published by the Medicinska naklada publishing company from Zagreb (*Sveučilisni udzbenici* - University textbooks). The book's reviewers were Amir Muzur, Iva Sorta Bilajac and Marina Milkovic. The book consists of 7 chapters: I. Foreword (Segota, 2010a), II. Introduction (Segota, 2010b), III. Bioethics and the Deaf (Segota, 2010c; Segota, 2010d; Sendula-Jengic, 2010a; Segota, 2010e; Segota, 2010f; Segota, 2010g), IV. Communication in the Doctor’s Surgery (Sendula-Jengic, 2010b; Segota, 2010h; Sendula-Jengic, 2010c), V. Sign Glossary of Medical Terms (Herega et al., 2010), VI. Literature and VII. Index. However, this list of chapters does not reveal the true value of this book: the first 53 pages include original work dealing with various topics related to deaf issues, and the second part includes a collection of medical terms in Croatian sign language. Considering the fact that most of these terms did not exist until then (at least not as a widely accepted standard), this book enriched Croatian sign language, making it one of Europe’s most advanced sign languages. As stated by Segota in the Foreword, “similar [medicinal] terminology in other sign languages barely exists. An exception is Spanish sign language, in which about ten years ago a manual of medical terms was published. This manual served as a model
to my associate Damir Herega, the author of the ‘sign’ part of the book. However, he and his student co-workers (Sandra Fabijanic, Katica Krizic, Danica Marjanovic, Lana Tisma, Ljiljana Lakic, Anja Petaros, Jegenij Conar and Ines Gazibara) still had to invest a lot of effort to came up with signs for individual diseases and medical terms in Croatian sign language” (Segota, 2010a). As a textbook published in a university edition, it was from the beginning included in the list of literature for students attending the course for communication with deaf patients. A particularly useful part of the work is a DVD showing 238 medical terms in video format.

A thorough insight into the extent to which this book has become a standard for Croatian sign language would definitely require an analysis of its acceptance or otherwise outside Rijeka in education for communication with the deaf. This book substantially focuses on general topics of so-called Deaf Studies. Its true value lies in its practical aspect: the glossary of medical sign terminology, which has undoubtedly improved communication between health workers and deaf patients, which is very important in the overall healing process. However, it does not cover all aspects of communication and the doctor-patient relationship. A relationship created in such a way is not without problems, and puts patients in an unequal position: their participation in communication depends on the physician’s readiness to communicate in sign language. In other words, the problem of the relationship between the health worker and deaf patient is much deeper and involves much more than just communication in sign language.

The deaf as a part of an institutional strategy: the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Rijeka – Friend of the Deaf project

Segota’s retirement in 2008 did not halt management of the project, but it did slow down its previous development, which was reflected in a relatively poor evaluation of the project by the Ministry in 2010. The sudden death of Ivan Segota at the end of 2011 opened a vacancy for head of the project. Since only several months remained until its end, upon the proposal of the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, on 26 March 2012 the Ministry appointed Iva Rincic as the new head of the project. The Ministry has continued to finance the project until the end of 2014.

At the same time as these events, the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine started activities that have to a large extent continued Segota’s tradition of education for communication with deaf patients, but with a completely different institutional background. The beginnings of this initiative date back to April 2011, when Alan Sustic, Dean of the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine, visited the American Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT). Impressed with their scientific research, but also the
educational conditions and capacities, especially in the field of education of the deaf at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID), Sustic recognized the strategic opportunities of the institution that he was leading, tasking the Department of Social Sciences and Medical Humanities with “drawing up a plan and coordinating steps to prepare the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine for the education of deaf students, making it the first and therefore a potentially recognizable university of this kind in the region” (Muzur & Rincic, 2012). The combination of existing tradition, favorable partner relations, but also the social circumstances that required institutions to specialize in a narrow specialist field, marked the beginning of a new chapter regarding the deaf in Rijeka medicine.

In April 2012, a delegation from the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine (Daniela Malnar, Vice Dean for Professional Studies, Amir Muzur, Head of the Department of Social Sciences and Medical Humanities, Iva Rincic, Head of the Education for Communication with Deaf Patients project, Sandra Boskovic, a special needs teacher with experience in dealing with people with disabilities, and Damir Herega, associate of the Faculty of Medicine and court interpreter for sign language) visited Rochester and obtained the contacts, guidelines and professional material necessary to implement the new institutional strategy. The expert part of the visit included meetings with members of the board, employees and students of RIT (Will Clymer, Gerald Buckle, William W. Destler, Todd Pagano, Wes Blue, Karyssa Martin, Linda Bryant, Richard Smith, Linda Siple, Rose Marie Toscano, Marianne Gustafson, John Macko, Peter Lalley, Matthew Starr, etc.). That this is the right time for continued efforts has been confirmed on more than one occasion: support in principle from the Croatian Government for the foundation of the National Center for Higher Education of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing. Iva Rincic was invited to participate at the 15th European Health Forum Gastein in Bad Gastein (Austria) in October 2012, to present the idea of improving the education of the deaf at the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine, and to attract potential new partners from Europe.

In May 2012, Rijeka Faculty of Medicine hosted the 14th Days of Bioethics This international scientific conference, the central event of which was entitled The Language of Medicine – From its Genesis to the Culture and Ethics of Communication, focused on the promotion of linguistic issues in medicine (medical terminology, foreign language education in medicine studies, medical discourse, communication, etc.) However, one part focused on sign language and deaf patients (Tina Bošković: Sign Language in America, Marina Milkovic and Anamaria Miksic: Sign Language and the Culture of Deaf: Insights from Neurolinguistics, Ljubica Pribanic and Marina Milkovic: Cultural and Linguistic Barriers in Healthcare – Observations of Deaf
Patients, and Anna Horňáková and Anna Hudokova: Effective Communication with Deaf Patients.

An attempt to systematize the ideas and the project

The idea that caught the attention of Ivan Segota almost by accident – communication with deaf patients as a necessarily bio-ethical relationship (which was clear from the first communication-bioethical courses) become a project with much wider importance. Some of the initial activities (the first courses, elective and compulsory courses, workshops aimed at educating health workers to communicate with the deaf) have remained active until today and are still an important part of the educational process.

Having gathered a wide educational experience, Segota and his associates certainly did not deny their ambition to take the subject of their interest to a higher, scientific level. The Clinical Bioethics: Education for Communication with Deaf Patients project, which was started in 2007, certainly gave a new impulse to the overall idea, and of all the results.

In recent developments, the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine has again turned to education, but no longer exclusively to education for communication with deaf patients (which starts out from a position of unequal communication partners), but to strategic institutional education for the deaf at the Faculty of Medicine in order to create the conditions for them to enter the academic world and acquire new knowledge and skills, open up new employment opportunities, provide better information, and finally to break down the numerous, more or less hidden, barriers.

In the end – a new beginning

The Rijeka Faculty of Medicine aims to reshape the basics of the existing elective course How to Communicate with the Deaf, pedagogically and methodologically, into a compulsory course Communication with the Deaf/Hard of Hearing, and introduce it to all study programs at the Faculty of Medicine; to collaborate with organizations/associations of the deaf and hard of hearing in order to include more of their members in university and professional studies at the Faculty of Medicine; to create a methodology of educating educators by engaging medical workers who have already completed a course in sign language or have achieved relevant skills in communication with the deaf/hard of hearing; to start a pilot project for a curriculum for the deaf/hard of hearing in professional studies (Medical Laboratory
Diagnostics, Midwifery, Physiotherapy, Radiologic Technology and Nursing); to present and popularize the Faculty of Medicine – Friend of the Deaf project at regional and international levels and ensure recognition and interest for the project at a regional level; to motivate general practitioners to acquire knowledge and skills in communicating with the deaf/hard of hearing; to use the results and experiences acquired by general practitioners to popularize the mastering of communication skills with deaf/hard of hearing people with medical specialists; to enrich Croatian sign language and publish teaching literature; to organize workshops for physicians, occupational medicine specialists and, at the beginning, interested medical specialists and hospital administration staff with the aim of acquiring knowledge and skills in communication with the deaf/hard of hearing; to design courses and encourage scientific interest in topics related to the neurolinguistics, sociology, anthropology and culture of the deaf etc.; to encourage students on study programs that require a diploma thesis to choose a subject relevant to the quality of life of the deaf/hard of hearing and offer them appropriate subjects for doctoral theses; to hold lectures and organize discussions to sensitize the public about the Deaf culture and sign language, and to choose relevant subjects to break down prejudices about the deaf and hard of hearing, etc. The Faculty of Medicine is also considering installing a so-called inductive loop system, which enables people with hearing aids to hear the speaker clearly by receiving the sound signal through a specially induced magnetic field instead of through air particles. Technical support for this Rijeka project has also been offered by CARNet, which is ready to organize training on creating online courses, preparing and processing teaching audio/video materials, videoconferencing, etc. (Rincic & Muzur, 2012).

To find a balance between preserving tradition, the current situation and expectations for the future has always been rather difficult. Being used to constant changes in social systems and values, we have often witnessed situations where people first destroy the old and then start from scratch, and so we forget that this lack of continuity (with all its positive and negative aspects) takes away precious time, resources, energy and results.

When it comes to the deaf, the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Rijeka is not starting from scratch, for it has a good basis in the activities of Ivan Segota and his associates in education for communication with deaf patients. Education of the deaf at the Faculty of Medicine is a new challenge, which is worthy of our effort, work and commitment. A new beginning is upon us: from the academic year 2012/2013, the first hard of hearing student is studying at the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine.
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